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FREE RANGE a feature film

An injured rodeo champion forced into early retirement returns 

home to coach a group of bullied high school students to prepare 

them for the big state competition.
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FREE RANGE

Genre: DRAMA - Family/Coming of Age

Location: Western Texas

Winner: One in Ten International Screenwriting Competition

Staged Reading: New York City, August 2018 - All Out Arts in conjunction with the Wild 

Project and Fresh Fruit Festival

Synopsis: Haunted by his gay brother’s suicide, an injured rodeo champion forced into 
early retirement returns home to coach a group of bullied LGBT high school students, at 

the risk of rift with his father and losing his reputation and sponsors in order to prepare them 

the big state competition.

Social Relevance: Bullying is a concern within schools and sports. Between two 

organizations, Gay Lesbian Straight Educator’s Network (GLSEN) and the Gay Straight 

Alliance Network (GSA Network), there are approximately 5,700 Gay/Straight Alliances 

within schools in the United States working to promote acceptance and support to 

approximately 5 million students.
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In the small Western town of HOPE, Texas, 

National Rodeo Champion and local hero 

CHAD RAINES, 36, the “New Marlborough 

Man” returns home after a bull riding 

accident to contemplate the end of his 

career. There, Chad finds the family ranch 

in need of repair and an angry father who 

has little to say to him. 
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The unspoken rift between Chad and 

his father electrifies any room they 

occupy together, each silently 

tormented by the loss of Chad's 

mother and brother, DANIEL, whose 

cries for help went unanswered for 

too long. Chad turns to booze and 

pain pills as a means to cope.
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Hope is also home to two rising rodeo stars, the 

handsome and talented, TOBY and MARK 

WILSON. Once extremely close, the relationship 

between the teenage cowboys has grown 

distant in the year since Toby came out. 
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Toby's lifestyle is a spur in everyone's saddle except for Toby’s 

single mother, who loves her sons equally while trying to keep 

the peace. As distasteful as it is to Mark and the Rodeo 

Club, they need Toby on their team to be competitive in the 

upcoming regional championship. Though they need him to 

win, Toby I torn since becoming President of the Gay Straight 

Alliance (GSA) Club. He's had a front row seat to the 

behavior of Mark and his homophobic teammates as they 

bully the GSA club members. 
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Mark and his teammates concoct a plan to pressure 

Toby into staying on the team by attacking his 

boyfriend, LOGAN, but it backfires. Toby quits the 

Rodeo Club and enlists the GSA in a plan to compete 

against his brother and former teammates in the 

regionals. Toby knows that winning the $20,000 prize 

with a bunch of greenhorns is a longshot, but is hoping 

for more than just money. He wants acceptance and 

respect for his GSA club members.
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Upon discovering Chad is back in town, Toby solicits him 

to coach the GSA team. Chad knows the risk of training 

a group of gay rodeo riders since his only source of 

income now is being the spokesman for Free Range 

Cologne - a product advertised for what the company 

calls, "real men." Chad can't help but think about how 

he failed to stand up for his own brother so long ago, 

and reluctantly agrees. His decision opens up old 

wounds for his father who makes it clear that Chad is 

making a big mistake. 
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When word about Chad's decision to coach the 

GSA spreads like wildfire through the town, 

people are up in arms, which escalates the 

bullying. Toby suddenly ups and deserts his fellow 

players without any explanation after he secretly 

cut a deal with his brother Mark to protect them 

if he agrees to go back to the Rodeo 

Club. Chad walks away as coach after caving 

to threats by the local media to destroy his Free 

Range spokesperson deal if he continues.
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Chad feels the loss of his team, instantly, as he 

realizes the team was his only real purpose in 

life. He returns to the booze and pills, which 

lead to an inevitable clash with his father, 

forcing them both to finally face the 

truth. Chad's brother was dead because he 

was run off the ranch by their father for being 

gay and then committed suicide. Chad failed 

as a brother in giving Daniel the support he 
needed most at school and at home.
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The GSA team, now without Chad 

or Toby to lead them, decide to 

go it on their own. One night at 

the local roadhouse, Chad 

stumbles upon Logan taking on 

one of the local rednecks in a 

mechanical bull ride-off. When 

Logan wins, against all odds, 

Chad knows he has no choice but 

to go back and coach the 

team. Now, he has to figure out a 

way to get Toby back.
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The crowd in the stands include people from all over who've come to support 

the GSA team after a video of them training for the competition goes 

viral. They cheer hard in the final moments of the competition when Toby must 

ride his team's victory over the more experienced Rodeo Club when he gets 

thrown hard. The crowd takes a collective gasp.
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In that moment of stunned silence, Chad Raines 

picks Toby up off the ground and helps the team 

carry him across the arena on their shoulders. A 

thunderous clap of applause pours over them. 

Chad knows his GSA greenhorns had just 

experienced the biggest victory of their lives. 
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As they get ready to leave the arena, Chad watches Toby and Logan reunite, 

then turns and sees his father. He has witnessed the entire event and lets 

Chad know, the best way he could, just how proud he was and always had 

been of him.
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The Road to the Range
SEPTEMBER 7, 2018NATASHA DAWSEN, EDITOR

Review by Evan Meena

All Out arts in conjunction with the Wild Project, Fresh Fruit 
Festival, and Frank Calo, presented a special staged reading of 
Johnny B. Dunn’s new screenplay putting the members of a 
GSA (Gay-Straight Alliance) on bucking broncos for a 
championship rodeo in Free Range.
Under the direction of A.J. Ciccotelli, an intelligent and lively 
crowd got an engaging and well-acted first taste of what can 
and should be a major motion picture. It’s the story of a 

down-and-out cowboy leading a pack of not-so-manly guys, gays, and gals to enter history at a 
championship rodeo. Dunn has given us a well-written cross-section of the new Americana. An 
excellent ensemble playing bigots and new thinkers, trumpeting a new reality while Trumpers
fight to keep us all quite antiquated.

The arena style staging promoted the actors 
to jump to the center of a very large stage to 
perform almost handing us the feeling of a 
battle, or at least, championship. Ciccotelli
paced his artists so the afternoon moved 
quickly and remained totally engaging. 
Matthew McCarthy was excellent as Chad, 
the perfect hetero-cowboy and inspiration to 
every “real man.” The hitch to this cowboy 
was that he is on his way down. The piece 
opens where we see that – through 
accidents on the range – Chad is done-for as 
a rodeo star. 

This – of course – forces him to alcohol and pain killers. McCarthy gave a bravura showing as 
the caput Western hero. Equal parts tough guy and broken heart (over his own health and 
what he allowed happen to his now deceased gay brother) were well-played and consistent. 
The second plot concerns that of Toby Wilson, an out-of-the-closet rodeo rider whose acumen 
makes the locals “forgive” his situation. Chris London’s sensitive stature and hurt-kid aura was 
a perfect contrast to Chad. London also gave a show-worthy 

https://indiepicturesblog.wordpress.com/2018/09/07/the-road-to-the-range/
https://indiepicturesblog.wordpress.com/author/jaymichaelsae/
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performance in this reading setting. It was like both Chad and Toby possess Lion 
Hearts. They just got them in different cases.

Christine Nagy deserves credit as Toby’s supportive but suffering mother. 
Delivering some of the piece’s morals and learning moments, Nagy gave stage to 
the cowpokes beautifully and then took it back for some very defining moments. 
W. Allen Wrede and Alain Laforest as two rodeo announcers were simply 
hilarious, and Eric Hackler deserves a standing ovation for turning stage 
directions into a radio-style narration that could stand on its own.
Critics might call Dunn’s work formulaic. Without giving away plot or parcels, the 
same details can be found in the Bad News Bears, A League of Their Own, and 
even some portions of Star Wars and Shakespeare in Love. But what the author 
has created is a gay parable just as the others were parables of other oppressed 
or ridiculed people. Dunn has given us the next level of gay cinema. Boys in the 
Band tells us what it means to be in the closet; Angels in America about the fight 
to get out; and Free Range – now that we’re here and queer … give us our due! 
To put it in something as manly as a rodeo was a stroke of genius.

A comment made at the discussion afterwards mentioned that this play was a 
rethinking of the Marlboro Man. Yup, it was. Well done, pardner!

PHOTOS BY TIM SHAHAN
Original review located at:
https://indiepicturesblog.wordpress.com/2018/09/07/the-road-to-the-
range/
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Johnny B. Dunn’s FREE RANGE is back in the saddle
REPORT THIS AD

[This articled first appeared in BroadwayWorld]

Earlier this season Frank Calo and All Out Arts in conjunction with The Wild Project presented an LGBT Film Event as part of the Fresh Fruit Festival: a 
reading of Johnny B. Dunn’s new screenplay, FREE RANGE.
It’s a bullying story with a few new twists. National rodeo champion and local hero, Chad Raines, returns home to his father’s ranch after a bull-riding 
accident to contemplate the end of his career. Father & son are tormented by the loss of Chad’s mother and his brother, whose cries for help went 
unanswered … until it was too late. Unable to reconcile with his guilt, Chad turns to drugs and liquor.

Here is where Dunn’s tome becomes even more topical and unusual at the same time. The heterosexual rodeo champion – plagued by memories of 
past actions – seeks redemption by coaching a group of bullied LGBTQ high school students in his state’s rodeo competition. Chad agrees to coach the 
local high school Gay/Straight Alliance (GSA) to prepare them for a rodeo. Meanwhile, this rodeo would be pitting another brother against brother. Toby, 
president of the local GSA will compete against Mark, the president of the Rodeo club. They, like Chad and his deceased brother, don’t see eye-to-eye 
… to say the least, with Toby battling for respect and Mark, emerging as one of the harassers of the GSA. With the seminal event (the Rodeo) 
impending and haunted by the memory of his brother, who – because of bullying – committed suicide, Chad must decide – like his father and the entire 
town – what side he’s on.

The reading received highly positive mentions from Jed Ryan of LavendarAfterDark, Evan Meena from Indie-Pictures-Blog, and this commentary from 
celebrated journalist and playwright, Doug DeVita:

“As a story, “Free Range” builds and sustains interest through its atmospheric dialogue, colorful locations, tense action, and the people one just plain 
loves, loves to hate, and/or hates to love. And as a potential film, the screenplay has that emotional arc that grabs its audience right from the beginning 
and takes them along for the sometimes wild ride, getting them rooting for Chad and the students right up through the exciting, and emotionally true, 
finale. With bullying – of all stripes – once again on the rise, it’s time for a story, and film, like “Free Range” to be told, and shown, to the widest 
audience possible.”

Interest in turning the screenplay into an independent film has grown greatly in the last few months with producer, Connie Hoy, joining the 
team. Connie has worked in the film industry for over twenty- five years. She began her independent film journey by working under such 
directors as the Coen Brothers, Jim Jarmusch, and Kathryn Bigelow. Her most recent film, BATTLECREEK was released theatrically a year 
ago. It was directed by Alison Eastwood and starred Bill Skarsgard, Paula Malcomson, Claire van der Boom & Delroy Lindo.
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Connie produced the 2010 documentary THE HEART IS A DRUM MACHINE which looks at why humans make and love music. In 
2010 Connie produced the upcoming feature film QUEENS OF COUNTRY. QUEENS stars Lizzy Caplan, Ron Livingston, Joe Lo Truglio & Matt 
Walsh. Connie was presented with the 1998 Arizona Women in Film “Vision” award for her contributions to the Arizona film community and her 
directorial debut HACK. Connie’s credits include Jim Jarmusch’s DEAD MAN starring Johnny Depp & Gaberial Byrne, MYSTERY TRAIN 
starring Steve Buschemi & Joe Strummer, RAISING ARIZONA, BILL & TED’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE and NEAR DARK Directed by Oscar 
winner Kathryn Bigelow.

Sizzle reels and Look Books are being coordinated through the offices of Jay Michaels Arts & Entertainment. JMAE has overseen the 
promotion of independent films including the documentary, HEART OF THE COMMUNITY (about media mogul Steven Ross); film 
shorts, TWELVE FINGERS; NORMAN; feature lengths, BENEATH THE ROCK; THE WATCHTOWER; and Creative Ammo’s Downtown Urban 
Arts Film Festival at the TriBeCa Film Center. As a producer, JMAE credits include SLINGS & ARROWS (based on Hamlet); the short film about 
the automotive industry, CODE RED, and the period piece, EARTHMEN. Currently JMAE has FREE RANGE and filmmaker, Marc Baron’s 
MEGGABALLS on solicitation.

THE CAST OF FREE RANGE AT THE WILD PROJECT READING OF THE 

SCREENPLAY. (FROM L TO R – FRANK CALO, JOHNNY B. DUNN, AND SEATED, 

JAY MICHAELS)

Screenwriter, Johnny B. Dunn, known for his unique stories, characterization and dialogue, 

has several awards on his own gun-belt. FREE RANGE: Winner, One in Ten International 

Competition; SOULS IN A VOID: Winner-First Place, Gemini International Playwriting 

Competition; FINDING ROOM: Finalist, 2011 BlueCat Screenplay Competition; LOVE 

RESTORED: Finalist in the Buffalo/Niagara Film Festival screenwriting competition.

“It’s a story that needs to be told,” said Dunn, to Jed Ryan of Lavender After-Dark. Citing 

similar works, Dunn mentioned the success of BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN: “… research 

showed that people drove in for miles to see it.” But Dunn is very clear whom he wants his 

audience to be, “It needs to stay PG-13! It needs to stay at a level that would be welcome to 

anyone. I think if you had something rated PG-13, it would really be cool if parents went with 

their kids to go see it, as a way of beginning to build acceptance.”
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Johnny B. Dunn, Screenwriter

FREE RANGE is an awarding-winning screenplay: One-in-Ten International and Filmmatic
Screenplay Award

Johnny Dunn has created a richly diverse library of feature films, limited, and full series scripts mostly 

inspired by true events. With stories steeped in the rich history of Oklahoma’s Red Sky Country and 
narrative traditions passed down through generations of his Choctaw Nation elders. His 
experiences of diverse lives and history all come from the environments where he grew up. It is 
through these rich experiences of the country and city, of wheat fields and streets with a rich 
history that he discovers the stories needing to be told.

Dunn challenges the darkest and most troubling human conditions without judgment. He moves 
his characters forward through complex relationships, tumultuous change and dramatic and 
humorous journeys filled with mindful change and redemptive relief.

Dunn's work consistently lays a foundation for redemptive power that will gnaw at the conscience 
of a divided nation through provocative, entertaining, and unforgettable storytelling.

A Master’s graduate degree in screenwriting from Chapman University, Dunn completed writing 
assignments for Polymorphic Pictures (Polly Johnsen - First look deal: Warner Brothers) and for a 
feature and television pilot with Roserock Films (Hunt Lowry - First look deal: Warner Brothers). He 
also developed a one-hour drama pilot for Legendary. He has several award-winning feature 
scripts. 

“Johnny is the most collaborative screenwriter I have worked with in the last twenty years who 
really listens and works to make the script great.” Jacqueline Adler, Producer - Cobblestone Films
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Connie Hoy, Producer

Connie has worked in the film industry for over twenty- five years. She began her 
independent film journey by working under such directors as the Coen Brothers, Jim 
Jarmusch, and Kathryn Bigelow. Her most recent film, BATTLECREEK was released 

theatrically on November 3rd, 2017. Directed by Alison Eastwood and Starring Bill 
Skarsgard, Paula Malcomson, Claire van der Boom & Delroy Lindo. 

Connie produced the 2010 documentary THE HEART IS A DRUM MACHINE which looks at 
why humans make and love music. In 2010 Connie produced the upcoming feature film 
QUEENS OF COUNTRY. QUEENS stars Lizzy Caplan, Ron Livingston, Joe Lo Truglio & Matt 
Walsh. Connie was presented with the 1998 Arizona Women in Film “Vision” award for her 
contributions to the Arizona film community and her directorial debut HACK. Connie’s 
credits include Jim Jarmusch’s DEAD MAN starring Johnny Depp & Gaberial Byrne, 
MYSTERY TRAIN starring Steve Buschemi & Joe Strummer, RAISING ARIZONA, BILL & TED’S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE and NEAR DARK Directed by Oscar winner Kathryn Bigelow.


